SUT YES! & SPEYP Lawnbowls Sundowner
Event Reflection Report
Perth & Tattersall's Bowling & Recreation Club
12th November 2021
Elena Gerginov, SUT YES! Committee Member
A Lawnbowls Sundowner to round of the year was always on the cards for the SUT YES! Committee to
celebrate and wind down from a busy 2021. Following the positive collaboration with the Society of
Petroleum Engineers Young Professionals Committee for the Quiz Night in March 2021, we decided to
end the year with another successful collaboration.
The Event was held on Friday 12th November 2021 at the Perth & Tattersall's Bowling & Recreation Club
in East Perth. Approximately 30 people joined the evening and we mingled over pizza, drinks and tried our
hands (and feet) at playing Lawnbowls. For the majority of the attendees, this was their first time playing
Lawnbowls so we were very grateful for the wonderful staff at Tattersall’s for walking us through our first
couple of games.
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The sky provided a beautiful backdrop for the night and a lot of cheers could be heard as people
successfully knocked an opponent’s ball away or, sent their own bowl down the drain. We had so much
fun, that we forgot to set up team names and almost forgot to do a “bowl-off” for the prize! It was a great
way for people to network and make some new connections, without the pressure of a formal setting.
We look forward to running a similar event in the future.
We would like to thank the event sponsors: Society of Petroleum Engineers WA, Atteris, Woodside, Santos
and TechipFMC without whom the event would not have been possible. Lastly, thanks to the SUT YES!
and SPEYP committee members who helped organise the event
Event Sponsors:
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